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SUMMARY

A method Is developed for caloulatlng the tunnel-wall
corrections to rolling and yawing moments due to aileron de-
flection on models in olosed rectangular wind tunnels.
@raphs are presented which permit a rapid determination of
these oorreotlons for models mounted in 7- by 10.-fcot or g-
by 12-foot wind tunnele. The method is so developed that
the corrections may %e calculated for the deflection of
either aileron alone or both ailerone simultaneously,

INTRODUCTION

In the prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of
alrnlanes in free flight from wind-tunnel tests of erjale
models, it is necessary first to evaluate the modifying ef-
fect of the tunnel walls on the forces ~nd moments experl- .
enaed by the models. This general problem of wind-tunnel-
wall interference effects accordingly has become the subjeot
of many inveqtlgatlone~ .

It often is desired to predict the rolling and yawing
characteristics of airplanes in free flight from wind-tunnel
tests. The effeots .of the presence of the tunnel walls on
the rolling and yawing moments measured In the wind tunnel ,
are therefore of particular interest. Wind-tunnel-wall ef-

m- ‘:.feots..on.th8 r~lll.ng and yawing moments due to aileron de-
flection have been analysed and corres ending corrections
calculated by Konlng and Van der Maae 7reference 1) for a ,
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rsodel with ailerons- sxtendlng to the winc taps in a circu-
ltir wind tunnel. StEwart (reference 2) has extended the
analysis of the tunnel-wall interforenco on the yawing mo-
ment duo to aileron deflection to the caeg of ailerons set
in from the wing tips for circular wind tunnels.” SwanOOn
(rt3f@l”GEC9 3) has investigated the effoots of tho tunnel
walls on thu zasor foroos and morncnts acting upon yawed Rod-
Oln in C1OSC?. rnotangular wind tunnelS- In the present
i>apOr an aaalysis is mado of the modl~ying effects of tho
prosenoo of tunnel walls on the rolling and yawing moments
due to aileron deflection for models in olosed roctangalmr
wind tunn~ls. Corrections are developed by whioh the roll-
ing and yawing mi>monts det.ernined from the wind-tunnel tests
may bo adjusted to equivalent froc-air values.

it 3hO111’d %.)@n~t~d th~.t it is po~~ible to obtain simila:”
corrsot:ans fron thf3 results of the analysis of reference 3.
!L%iEIanglysis, ksuovel-, was undertaken principally to inves-
tlgato tha validity S: tho assumption commonly made in prac-
tice that the tunnel-wnll oorreotions whioh are applied to
unyawod models may al~o ba applied without modification to
yawed models. It oon~tets thersfore of a comparison of tho
tunnel-wall corroctlons ca~ouleted for yawed models with the
corresponding oorrootions for nnyawed models and Is not ad-
vanoed as a general method for oornputing these oorrectlons
for unyawed models. The cor.mutational procedure involved iz
the evaluation of thusc oorroctions for any unyawod model In
oonoiderod too laborious to permit the gonoral application
of the method of roferenoe 3 In practlco.

The following development has been so simplified by the
inolusion of convenient nondimensional parameters and graphs
ae to yermit a very rapid determination of the tunnel-wall
oorreotions to the rolling and yawin~ momente due to aileron
deflection for any model in closed rectangular wind tunnels
having height-to-breadth ratios of 0.700 or 0.667. These
height-to-breadth ratios (for 7- by 10-ft “ and 8- by 12-
ft . wind. tunnels) are by far the nest cor.lmonly found in
practice. The corrections deriTed by the method of this re-
port are not appreolahly affectl:(lby small differences In
teet seotion proportions; hence the graphs presented may be
applied with sufficient acauraoy to wind tunnels with helght-
to-broadt2 ratios In the nef~hborhood of 0,7C0 and 0.667,
respectively. For wind tunnels of relative proportions
markedly different fron 7 by 10 I.eet or 8 by 12 feet, the
general %ethcd Eay he appli6d to obtain the correotlons for
n partloular model.
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SYMBOLS
. . .

vortex strengths m~-gnittidk ‘of”circulation
.,

wing circulation .

aileron circulation

free-stream velocity

induced upwash velocity

upwash velccity induced at center of wing by Images of .
wing lift distribution

upwash velocity induced at any spanwise station of wing
by images of aileron lift system

wing area

wing semlspan

aileron span

chord

mean aerodynamic chord

distance from
aileron

distance from
aileron

aspect ratio

taper ratto

plane of symmetry tc inboard end of

plane of symmetry to cutbcard end of

wind-tunnel breadth

wind-tunnel height
. . .,.

spanvise distance fr”om’”pi&nM df’d~metr~ . .. ‘

lift coefficient

..-

. .-— . . .—— —.—- — .-. —
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section lift ooefficlent

measured rolling-moment coefficient

correction to rolling-moment coefficient

corrected rolling-moment coefficient

measured yawing-moment coefficient due to aileron de-
flection

correction to yawing-moment coefficient due tc aileron
deflection

corrected yawing-moment coefficient due to aileron de-
flection

section lift-curve slope (per radian]

maes density of air

THEORY

The problem presenting Iteelf for analysis is separable
two parts: first, the analysts of the effect of the

tunnel wails on the flow over the model with its correspond-
ing effect on the measured characteristics; and eecond, the
evaluation of corrections to modify these characteristics to
their equivalent free-air values.

Consider a wing of finite span mounted in a closed-
throat wind tunnel. If the tunnel walls be renlaced by a
suitable system of images of the wing as in fi~ure 1, it can
be eeen that the walls induce velocities over the win,? which
are not present In an unconfined air stream. These veloci-
ties are of dir~ctions which alter the flow of air past the
wing, thereby affecting its aerod~”~mic characteristics. The
effects of these tunnel-wall induced velocities on memsured
characteristics have been analyzed by many Inveetlgators and
are well known. If an aileron is no”~ deflected on the wing,
the effect of the tunnel walls is to induce a velocity over
the wing which is pro’~ortional to the circulation about the
aileron. Thie velocity is variable ncross the spnn and there-
fore distorts the flow pattern about the wing in an unsymmet-
rical manner, producing rolling and yawing moments which do



nOt exist in free air. Another induced yawing moment results
from..th.ed-nt~zactlon of the resultant tunnel-wall Induced
velooity existing before aileron deflection and the circula-
tion about the defleoted aileron.

The steps In the evaluation of the induced rollin~ and
yawing moments are laid down an follows: The tunnel-wall
Induoed upwash velocity acting ovem the wing is first deter-
mined. The upwash velocity induced by the walls due to a
downward defleotlon of the right aileron alone is next deter-
mined. From these two Induced veluoities expressions for .
the induaed rolling and yawing mom9Sts are developed. The
final numerical evaluation of the induced moments Is depend-
ent upon the respective dimen~lons of the model and the wind
tunnel in which the test is made.

In any determination of Induced velocities and conse-
quent Induced aerodynamic forces and moments, the, type of
lift distribution over the wing is of prime consideration.
This distribution may be different for every model tested,
but can be closely approximated for most models by an ellip-
tical tne of dietrtbution. A rigorous mathematical develop-
ment of exnresslons for the induoed yawing moments for an
elllptioal distribution of lift, however, is preoluded by
the complexity and general inapplicability in practice of
the results obtained by suoh a development. It is possible
by making several simplifying assumptions in the mathemati-
cal treatment to reduce the results to a practicable form
without affecting the basic analysis in any way. According-
ly, in the following development the simplifying assumptions
are made of a uniform lift distribution and a constant span-
wise distribution of the tunnel-wall Induced velocity exist-
ing before aileron deflection. Although these assumptions
are strictly valid only for models of span less than half
the tunnel breadth, they permit a very satiafactor~ determi-
nation to be made of the manner in which the induced ~awing
moments vary with model and wind-tunnel dimenslone.

Induced yawing moments corresponding to the elliptical
type of lift distribution are subsequently evaluated numer-
ically for eeveral model and tunnel confi~urations selected
so as to cover the complete range of practical Installation,.-
Mo&61s vf-fh spati v~d~lng’withlm ’the “approxlmnte llm-lts of 70
to 90 peroent of the tunnel breadth are investigated in thie
manner, and the induoed moments so aaleulated plotted ae
functions of the model and tunnel dimensions. From these
calculations corrective coefficients have been determined

-.
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whioh modify the first approximation of tkd Ind%oed moments
to a degree closely approximating the valuee oorrdsponding
to aotu.al loading condition. These corrective coefficients
aro n>~lled to the final expreaaiona developed for the in-
duced yawtng” momentB.

INDUCED UPWASH V3LOCIT12S

Sonsider a wlrg mounted in a cloued rectangular wind
tunnel so tkat the model axes are coincident with the wind
axes. A s~stem of coordlnateg (x, y, z) of the model is
choson so that ths axis of x is parallel to the direction
of air flow, the uxis of ~ is horizontally perpendicular
to tho directlcn of flow and located in the plane of the
wing quarter chord, and tha axle of s is located vertically
in the plane of tho wing quarter chord (fig. 2). The right
alleran elono Is deflected downward.

Let it be assum6d that the wizg can be replaced by a
lifting horseshoe vortex of ~trength I’w. Similarly, let

it be asmumed that the visymmetrical vortex ~ystem produoed
by the deflected aileron can be treated ae an elementary air-
f9il with constant circulation ra and a pair of tralllng

vortices of strength ra. The traillng-vortex syntem then

consists of the principal trailing vortices existing before
the aileron deflect~.on a~d the eccentrically located aileron
trailing vorticem. To efiti8fy, in the analy8is, the boundary
requirement cf zero normal velocity at the walls, a doubly
isfinite ~eriee of Imagee of the vortax system ie Introduced
(fig. 1). Yor simplicity in further treatment, the aileron
sy~tem alcne ie shown in figure 3.

The upwash velocity induced at the lifting line by the
imagee of the uniform spanwise lift distribution has been
calculated for closed rectan

r
lar wind tunnels by Glauert

(referer.ce 4) and Rosenhead reference 5) as

(1)

The ~oraal velooity induced at the oenter of the lifting
line by an Image” of the aileron trailing vortex of strength
ra located at the point (y, z) is
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. ?31= % ( )-
.4n. y? + aa .... ..

Similarly, the upward component of velocity induoed at an?
poiu~ y of the l.lfting line by all of the images of the
atleron ~ortex Byateta for a downward aileron deflection may
be wrltten”am

#-m

+ 1 1

nb - W)nea + y nb - (-l)naz + y1

nb + (-l)nal - y nb - (-l)nal + y
—+—

~ + (nb + (-l)nal - y)a (mh)a + (nb - (-l)nal + y)”

nb - (-l)na= + y

(mh)a + (nb - (-l)naa + Y)= 1
m r 11

+ 2 } (-l)n”’ aa-y-
m= 1 I(mh)a + (a= - y)a --]J ‘2)

By substituting for one infinite series Its sum of the gen-
eral form
,. .. -*.>

m

Y_ (-l)m-l x =~ - ~ osoh ~ X
maha + x

a
m= 1 2X 2h h

\ —.—. -. .--— —— —.. . .—
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equation (2) may be simplified to

{

I’a 1~11 = _ 1. + Z ceoh~(a - y)-: csehz (aa - Y)——. .
47T a=- Y al - F h hi h

m

+ Y (-l)n [Z cschl! (nb + (-l)na= - y)
u Lh h
n=l .

; osch:.- (nb + (-l)na~ - y) + ~ csch~ (nb - (-l)naa “+y]

(3)

ROLLING-MCMEET C032REC3!ION

Ily virtu~ of th~ Kutta-Joukowski vortex theory of lift,
the rolling moment produced by the positive circulation of
the deflected right aileron may be expressed as

82

r
L = pv

J
ra ydy (4) -

al

“Since the ~,iler~n clrcrletion ~a has bQsn assumed to be

ccnstant over the atleron span, equation (4) becomes, after
iRt9gration

P7ra(aa -aaL = .—.
2

a J

which In coefficient form is

D

ra (Qaa - ala)cl=—
2VSS

(5)
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The induced upwash veloaity wfl effectively Increased
the angle of, attack of the wing by the angle w~/v, where
V is the velocity of the i-hd~sturbe’d ”stream.~~”The imcreisvee
in lift of any section brought about by this change may be
expressed as

Ao ~ =m
w II

● 07

where ‘o is the slope of the seotion lift curve (per radian).

Because the induced velooity Wn ia variable acrons the span:
the wing may be considered to be ?ffeatlvely twisted by the
angle wll/v, and subject to the consequent rolling-moment in-
crement

(6)

A
The factor — is introduced in this expression because

A+4
the rolling moment aotually experienced by a wing twisted A
through the induced upwash angle wH/v Is approximately —

A+4
times the rolling moment calculated for a wing of infinite
aspect ratio (referenoe 6, p. I-OS). This factor holds strictly
for wings of elliptical plan form only, but Is considered suf-
ficiently aocurate for wings of other plan form in view of the
fact that the rolling-moment correction is hut a small frac-
tion of the total moment.

A numerical evaluation of the induced rolltng moment from
equation (6) for the general case of a wing with variable
chord is not feasible beoause the spanwise varl~tion of wing
ohord Is different for almost every model tested. To avoid
this oomplioation the mean aerodynamic chord is substituted
for o in equation (6). This assumption of cionstant chord
permits the integration of the right-hand side of the equation
for the general case without further difficulty. It now re-
mains to aocount for the modifyin~ effect of a variable chord
on the value of the rolling-moment Increment calculated for a
oonetant mean aerodynamic chord.

R ,. ..
Mquation (6), or its equivalent, “hag’be~ri riurnerical~y ‘“

$ evaluated for several model and wind-tunnel configurations
comprising the complete range of practical installations -
that is, for model spans ranging from approximately 70 to 90
peroent of the tunnel breadth, and for taper ratios from zero

—m I 1111-mm I 1 —-mm . I n-m ,,. .. .-...— -----
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to Uhlty. The results of these caloulatione have been com-
pared with the corresponding lnduoed rolling moments ara deter-
mined by the method of this report for constant mean aerody.
namlc ahorda. From these comparisons the correotlon factor
K* has been determlnod as a function of taper ratio (fig. 4),

ard ie introduced In equation (6) to ad~uat the induced roll-
ing moment calculates from the graphs of this report for the
mean aerodynamic chord to very nearly the aotual value exper-
ienced by a wing of any particular plan form. The variation
of K1 with the ratio of model ~pan to tunnel breadth was
found to be negligt~le over the ran~a of ration InveBtigato&.
Aftar making tk~ indicated eubetitutione, equation (6)
becomes m

The indicated integration ts oo~licated and todloue and
is therefore performed In the appandtz. The result has been
numerically evaluated for all praatlcal models having the rel-
ative proportions of 7- by 10-feet ad 8- by 12-foot wind tun-
nels and has 3een presented graphically in figures 5 and 6,
reepectlvel~. As a convenient simplification, the nondimen-”

()stonal parameter Fz a Is introduced. Eeducing the rolling-
5

moment Increment to coefficient form, equation (7) thercforo

where (of. appendix)

()r#!-
b

The expression for the induced rolling-moment coefficient may
be rewritten as

— ‘0‘b , pl(~)- %(+)] “)&=x A

cl z A + 4 4n(a== - al )
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In the evaluation of the doll~~g-moment correction “
(?qUatlonF+(9).),+,for.‘a part,lcular model, the ooeffiolent. K>.-
iO determined. from. fj.gure 4’a<d ya”i.’<~~of.”?l . ““ark-taken

()t“
fran flgurea 6 and 6.

The relation between the free-hlr rolll~g.momont coeffi-
cient and the wtnd-tunng~ rolling-mompnt coefflofont Is then .,
finally

1

01 = “02
~lo) . .

~ + AOI
.. .. ~

.. .

YAWIIULMOM$ET “CORMOTIOii
.-

. .
Again in aaoo~danee with ~be P?ut~a-Joukowski vortex

theory, a general-cx”prcsslon for the Induced yawing momont
about a piano of eymmetry prodaced b~ a circulation betwosn
tho limits of y and ~V nay IJo evolvod ae

y. .. .
. . .

.Hi = p
r

wrydy.

. .
“J
-Y

or in coofficiont form

.!

..
~ni..~ & .w~?dy .
,n- .

.. ... .-. ~Y .. . . . . .
In tho f.ollowlng dev610~mon~ .thb.~nd.woad yawizig momdnt

due to the defldctlcl~. of the right aile~op alone on a Wing in
a aloaed reotangula’r wind t.uzineli6 .Bplit into three inore-
mehte each of whioh is treated separately.., .The upwaeh veloo- .
ity WI Induoed-by the Images of the Snlform llft distribu-
tion, and the aileron oir.”oblation r “ produce a lower drag

?over the aileron span than that exis ing before aileron de- .
h. fleotion. This’asymmetrical reduction of drag produaes a

yawing moment the coefficient of w“kibh is-:ddnotbd.hy” ~Cnz.

The upwaqh velocity wm~ tnduo~d “by the “images of the aileron
lift system and:~he constant clroulation rw about the wing

produoa a yawing-moment Increment whioh in coefficient form
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is denoted by Ac~ . A third yawing-moment increment corre.
s

epondingly denoted by A(Yn~ is produced by the induoed up- “

wash Telooity W“ and the aileron circulation “I’a.

Yawing -momen correetion AOnz .-

aa
1ACnl = —

r
w ‘ra ytiy

Svam.
(11)

since ra lwK been assumed ooastant, substitution of equation

(1) for w’ in equation (11) yields

[

m

]f

aa

ACnl
P

= CL ~. 2+8w
I-

P ydy (12)
t3b2Vs 3 1 + e~wh/b

p= 1 al

As discussed previously in this report the actual lift
distribution is not uniform and the induced upwash velocity
Is not constant aoross the epan. Accordingly, the yawing-
moment Increment of equation (12) must be modified for the
elllptioal lift distribution and for a variable spanwiee in-
duced upwnsh velocity. Yor this purpose yawing moments have
been numerically evaluated from equation (11) for the vari-
able induced upwash vglocity corresponding to an elliptical
lift distribution for model spans ranging from approximately
70 to 9C percent of the tunnel breadth, and for aileron spans
from 30 to 50 percent of tho model eemiepan, and compared
with corresponding moments computed from equation (12). From
these calculatiol!s the corrective coefficient Ka has been
determined as a funotlon OS the model e an to tunnel-breadth

!ratio for several atleron spane (fig. 7 and Is introduced in
equation (13) to adjust the yawing-moment correction to ao-
tual loading conditlone. Integrating and making the addi-

2VSEtional substltntion rm = al _ in equation (11),—
&laa - aza

therefore glvea

ACn= = KaCL Cl ~
2411a



where valuea of K= for any particular model are taken from
figure 7. In uractice it Is never neoessary to evaluate more

‘,

the Ylret-&to terme of the tnfin%te.. se~lea..

Yawing-moment correo tioq &Ona.-

r0

AOna- = + wnrw YaY
Sv s.

-0

(14)

For ~ .ualfoam lift distribution rw may be replaoed by
CLVS
— giving
40

f

0

ACna =“& Wn ydy (15)
4v8a

Making the substitution (see equations (8) and (9))

s

r Wfl ydy =
~ p. (y) -‘1 (;)].

-s
equation (15) becomes

(16)

To modify this oorreotlon to actual loading conditions
a eorreotive coefficient (0.75), determined by evaluating
numerically equat,ion (14) for the elllptioal distribution of
oirculatlon rw for model spans ranging from approximately
70 to 90 percent of the tunnel breadth and oomparing the re-
sults with tho8e oaloulated under the assumption of oonstant
circulation, ie introduced In equatiom (17). Substituting
for ra its equivalent, equation (1S) is therefore seen to

become

()where values of El a
T

are given In figures 5 and 6.

,/

.-
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Yawin~-moment correction ACn3. -——. -----.--..-— ——. .-.
as

1 {-’
ACn = —— J w maydy (li3)

3 svaB
al

The Indicated integration is very tedious and Is there-
fore performed in the appendix. The numerical evaluation of
the result is equally tedious for any particular model, Ac-
cordingly, numerical evaluation or the result have been made
for all models” of. usual size in Wind tunnels of the relative
proportions of 7- by 10-,foot and & by .12-foot wind tunnels
and are presented graphically (figs. g and 9) in terms of the

(
al 8a “

nondimens~onal parameter Fa )‘%-’ -G ●

l’or deflection of the

right aileron alones then, equation (Ig) becomes

Ssb
AC = -Cla —---..— ——

n~ Ea
~(aaa - ala)a

where (cf. appendix) aa

(19) .

and values of
‘a G %)

are ~.iven In figures g and 9.

!l!otalyqwing-moment correction ACn.- The total tunnel-—— —— .
wall correction to the yawing-moment coefficient is the sum
of the three incremental corrections developed in the fore-
going.

A;n = ACn + M! + Acn
1 ‘a 3

~hts correction is subtracted from the wind-tunnel-measured
yawing~moment coefficient to o%tain the free-air yawing-
moment coefficient. Thus ,

Cn = CL - ACn
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. .
t
, If the BAOA sign convention for airplane moments is

adopt eil, the sign of A cn3 is negative for up or down de-
‘k=

I

fltictibn bf-the right eAleron alone and is poeitlve -for up
or down deflection of the left aileron alone. If both ailer-
ons are defleotud equnlly, bCn~ becomes zero while the

corrections AOnz and AOna- remain the game.
},;
i‘-’

For differential aileron deflection nnd po~lt~ve rolling
directio%, AOnl and AC= are unohanged but AOn becomes

3

Sab
Ao% = (CgLa -. C.~Ra] -—— (--T#a y?) “0)ll(aaa - al )

where the second subscripts refer to left and right aileron
deflection, reepeotively. For the negative rolling direc-
tion, the EIig?.of AC% m~st be reversed.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

The following example serves to illustrate the manner
In which tk.s rolling- and yawing-moment correction are de-
termined for the deflection of the right aileron alone on a
typical model in a 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel of closed throat.
!Che procedure is, in general, the same for the deflection of
either aileron alone or both ailerons elmultaneougly.

The dlmentaions of the typioal model selected are:

Wingarea, S. . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . aq ft . . 10.47
Wing semispan, s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ft. . 3.98
Inboard aileron end location, az . . . . .. . . . ft . . 1.98

Outboard aileron end location, a= . . . . . . . ft . . 3.81

Mean aerodynamic chord, ~ . . . . . . , . . . . ft . . 1.45
Aapect ratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taper ratio . . . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CM

s. Rolling-moment correo$~..- Erom equation (9) the rolltng-
moment correction is
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For the glve”n modal dimenelons.

El = 0.69 “ from figure 4

and ()lrl ~ = 0.016

() }

from figure 5
F1 ~ = 0..142

Tor an assumed lift-curve slope of 6.0 per radian the correc-
tion ie therefore evaluated as

Ilcz
= 0.’s9 -6~~ —. 6.0 (1.4!5) lo_ . (o 142 - 0.016)

-CT 10.1 4d3m= - rw”) “

or

Act
— = 0.034
cl

From equation (10) tho free-air rolling-moment coefficient
is

c1 =
c;

ACI
l+—

cl

or
cl = 0.967 C:

Yawln~momont correctio9.- The i~crauental yawing-moment. ————
corre=ns oro svaiuated numerically Iri order as follows:

(a) Yrom equation

[

m

Acnz Ws=KaOLCZ— 1+24
24b2 7

“u *“~F
p=l 1

where, from figure 7, for the given dimensions
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L lienue
I

i

1.

-.

.“ lca=l.l~ -“. “’. .

.“.-.

Lon= lo.471T (1.30)=.~.~b CL o? _
2400

(b) From equation (17) . ,
. .

evaluat”i”ng numerically,

#iOna = 0.75 CL Cl
104.7 (0.142 - 0.016)

8w(3.98)R~a - ~s)

“Acn8 = 0.009 CL cl

(c) From equation (19)

AGn= = -Cla . Seb .

m(aa a
- “al~)= “(~, y)

. . . .

from figure 8 .. . . . .. . .

‘i(%.$ .
= 0.079 .

therefore . . . ,

ACn3 ‘;0.47 (3.9a) 10 .(0”079) .E=caa , ~’ ,. .
W(m” - “r9#.)a “

ACna a
= -0.094 cl

. .

.
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The total oorreation to the yawin~-moment
IS therefore

ACn = 0.029 CL CI - 0.094 CIa

and the free-air yawing-moment coefficient Is

ABE ~oa 4Y21

coefficient

.

Cn = 0; - (o.029 OL cl - 0.094 022)

ACCURACY AIID IIINITATIORS*

The inltia.1 assumption of constant circulation over the
wing has already been discussed in the theory and in the de-
velopment of the correcttcns. The final corrections are mod-
ified for the elliptical distribution of circulation which
very nearly represents the actual loading.

The additional a~~umptlon is nada that the vortex sheet
leaving the wing extends undisturbed an Infinite distant.
downstream. Actually the sheet rolls up into a pair of trail-
ing vortices iz a finite dtstance downstream of the wing,
thereby effectively shortening the span. The error introduced
in the analysis of the wall interference by neglecting this
effect is difficult of determination but is believed to be
small in comparison with the absolute value of the corrections.

I?eplacing the aileron circulation by a horseshoe vortex
produoes an abrupt discontinuity in circulation at both ends
of the aileron. Actually the increase In circulation 5ntor-
duced by the deflected aileron is carriad ovar to the wing
emoothly and extends ovor a distance somewhat greater than the
aileron span. For the normal-size model, however, this sim-
plifying assumption is entirsly justified.

~~en the modol becomos unduly largo (i.e., when ~ts span
becomes greater than 0.9 times the breadth of the tunnel) the
Initial assumptions probably break down seriously, affecting
the accuracy of the corrections computed by this method.

I
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OOHCLUSIONS
=- ,,. .. ....... ..... ... ... . .

The method “of this report permits. a rapid and convenient
determination of the correoti.ons to tha rolling and yawing
moments due to aileron deflection on models in wind tunnel~
with height-to-t)readth ratios “of 0.700 and 0.667, respectively.
For wind tunnels of any other seation, the general nethod, in-
volving the evaluation of several oomplioated integral expre~-
sione, is applicable.

Ames Aerozaut$cal Laboratory, .
Hational Advisor~ Comaittee for Aeronautics,

iioffett Field, Calif.
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f
~nY&Y

-s

,(1)

The velocity Wn is the net upwneh velocity induced
by the images of the aileron lift system? th~t is,

Wm = Wn
a - W“l

where w“% and ~lla are the veloc%tien induced by imagee of

the trailing vortlcen at p = al 8nd y= aa, respectively.

-s -s -0

Zhe velocity at any point on the lifting line induced
by. the images of a vortex of strength ra loc~ted at y = a

{

rg 1
W“a = _

4rr —-: tech ~ (a-y)
.a-y

.7,

-7_ (-1)” ‘~ csch ~ (nb+(-l)n a-y)

~=1 1

- ~cBch $
(
nb-(-l)n a+y

)11

Now let

-B

Substitution of Wna in this expression give8
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ar “~
. . . ... . . . -. ‘1. .(fj-=...iJ...~aw..”_l! csah; (-y)

-a

(2)

Considering each expression in turn, it is noted first that

Letting z n : (*y)

. . . .,., .,, I&4) . . - . ,

J’

J&e) ..

J“

.

Ia=~ z csoh z dau-~ osch z dz
Trb b

~(a+s) fi(a+s)

The first integral of this expression may be evaluated by
representing the function as the sum of two series and in-
tegrating the terms individually, For Za<llag

—— —— —
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1
@ 7s= 31 $7

zeschztts=s-~~ —- —-.. (3)
1800. 105 840

for aa > ma the function may be represented by a Taylorss
series expanded nbout the point p such thnt

. .

(s- p)<l

Thus

f(z) = % osch Z = f(p) + f%l)(fi-p)+~ (E–p)a, , .
.

+ Z!kQ (S-p)n

n!

It may be necessary to rGprescnt the function f(z) by
several such Fories to eusure rapid convergence. For ~z>~a

f

= f(p)% + ciJd(z_p)* +Md (M-p)” . . .s csch z dz
. 2! ~!

Performing+ the indicated integration then

t~nh ~ (s-%) - b ~n

_A’+skJ2JpE
1800 i05 840

[

++ &s)’ y(%)%(; )’b “-— +
18 1800 105.840I

2h

[ h)]-K ‘W5+%w)”+%fw ‘

(4)

13 and 14 are evaluated similarly in the following:
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Gm

I
fz

&nl
““-’3 .= ~ (-l)n : Cscq g

(- )
nb+(-l)n a-y ydy

. .-.---,=
-s

:.. It Can 10 shown that for 0.5 < ~e 1.5 terms bo”yond “

n= 2 e.re aegllgible. and can tie neglacted with but a small
10SEI in accuracy of the corroctlons. Therefore

13 = f%+ 2) In
tanh *( 2b+a+s)

()

tanh &(b-a-s)

t~nh & (Zb+a-s)–
%-1 ‘n tanh & (b-a+s)

whero p ia tho valu~ of % at the point about which the
!Caylor?s series for f(z) = z csch z Is expanded when

$ .: (b-.-y)

and q is the corresponding point when

k is tho number of convergent Tayiorls serioti ased to repre-
sent f(z). The greater k the mor~ rapidly *he qeveral
series converge. Three series are gentirplly sufficient.

Yor all practical cases it Is sufficient to retain only
the first four terms cf the expansion (3) with no sacrifice
in aocuraoy. . . . ,. . . .. . .

[z&

Id=% (-l)n ~ csch ~
( )
nb-(-l)n a+y ydy

.
--e n=l
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(+2) an
tanh ~(2b-a+s)

tanh &(2&a-s) -(~+ 1,

[{

~ $ [f(qlk)-f(rlk)]
* lls
-olT

}

~(iyf; [fll(qlk) -f ’(p:k)]]]3!
E’1

tanh &(b+a-s)

tanh *( b+a+s)

1?’ is t-ho vaiue of B at the pcint about which the series
for f(*) is expanfied whan

and ql is the correbpondzng ~.~int when

From the foregoing development, expres~ioz (1) is geOi.

to becoxe

(5)

and l?l
()t

may be evaluatetl by substituti~r %Lfq numerloal

values of the model dimensions in equation (2).

EVALUATION 03 THE 3XPRESSION

a=

r1 wnY~Y

al
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n= 1 L

+ : csch z
(

h nb-(-l~n aa+y
)

-2
csch z

h ( )] 1
“ nh-(-l)n al+y . “

i.
Hence

Evaluating the integral e~ressions

(7)

.-. ,,, .. . . . ... . . . . . ... . . . .-- —-— ..—-. ——. — —
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~ In

I

m (a -a ) -
.

m (aa-az)
Itz = +~lnc

m(a=-al) lT(aa-ai
2h tanh — -1)2h

2h tanh y--

1’, ‘(? -L)1

‘(?”’)

tanh &h(b-2aa)
In

tanh ~h(b-az-aa)

tanh &h(b-2aX)

tn
tanh ~(b-al-aa)

where, as before, m is the value of z at the point about
which the Taylorxs series for f(z) = Z csch z in expanded
when

and n is the corresponding point when
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. . .

7TI)

( IFLa-al ) Tlb
That 1s, 2 - -~<-

(

aa-a
m=—

h
andn=——

h
2 + ---A

2ti )

+ ($ -2, an

.
.2% f f(~) . f(v) + f(m) - f(n)’

b

:[ ‘i

J

&(aa-al) a
.-—

[
f!l(~) -

1}
fll(~) + fll(m) - fli(n)

—3/

where u is the value of z In the Taylorls series repre-
sentation of f(z) = Z csoh Z.

(nbl+ 3al+aa
u=

T )
—... -

2b

and correspondingly

m and n are the same as defined in the evaluation of I!a.
Thus expression (6) is seen to become

(g)

and
i )-

Fa~s~ may be “evaluated by substituting numerical

values of the model dimensions in equation (7)

—.. . . .—— —
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